In this paper, we consider higher order Barnes-type q-Bernoulli polynomials and numbers and investigate some identities of them. Furthermore, we discuss some identities of higher order Barnes-type q-Euler polynomials and numbers.
Introduction
Let p be a given odd prime number. Throughout this paper, we assume that Z p , Q p and C p will, respectively, denote the rings of p-adic integers, the fields of p-adic numbers and the completion of algebraic closure of Q -p. The p-adic norm |p| p =  p . Let UD(Z p ) be the space of uniformly differentiable functions on Z p . For f ∈ UD(Z p ), the bosonic p-adic integral on Z p is defined as
It is well known that an integral equation of the bosonic p-adic integral I  on Z p ,
where f  (x) = f (x + ). Higher order Bernoulli polynomials are defined by Kim to be t e t - In this paper we consider higher order Barnes-type q-Bernoulli polynomials and numbers and investigate some identities of them. We also discuss some identities of higher order Barnes-type q-Euler polynomials and numbers.
Higher order Barnes-type q-Bernoulli polynomials and numbers
In this section, we assume that q ∈ C p with | -q| p < p - p- . By (), if we take f (x) = q y e (x+y)t , then we get
where f  (x) = f (x + ). q-Bernoulli polynomials are defined by Kim to be
Higher order q-Bernoulli polynomials are defined as
n,q () is called higher order q-Bernoulli numbers. We define higher order Barnes-type q-Bernoulli polynomials as follows:
When x = , B n,q (a  , . . . , a r ) = B n,q (|a  , . . . , a r ) is called higher order Barnes-type qBernoulli numbers. By (), we get
By () and (), we get
From (), we obtain the following theorem.
From (), we have
By (), we have
By (), (), () and (), we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem . Let n ∈ N ∪ {}. Then we have
It is well known that an integral equation of the bosonic p-adic integral I  on Z p satisfies the following integral equation: 
Thus, by () and (), we obtain the following theorem. 
Thus, by () and (), we obtain the following theorem. 
When x = , E n = E n () is called higher Euler numbers. For f ∈ UD(Z p ), the fermionic p-adic integral on Z p is defined by Kim to be
It is well known that an integral equation of the fermionic p-adic integral on Z p is
where f  (x) = f (x + ). 
